
Month Chapter / Topic Learning Outcome Activity/Project / Assignment PPT/Videos
Assessment 

(Online/Offline)

Home Based 

Experiment/Activity

 A letter to God

The learner:

-listens to and discusses 

literary/non-literary inputs in 

varied contexts to infer, 

interpret and appreciate

- sensitizes towards the 

general plight of farmers

One minute speech on 

importance of faith

Designing posters on farmers at 

the mercy of floods

PPT

Online (oral 

comprehension 

check)

Read newspaper articles on  

Nature’s fury and farmers

Dust of snow

Fire and ice

 The Learner reads and 

appreciates  how something 

as inauspicious as a crow can 

do wonders

Analyzes the various 

elements of poetry, 

Group discussion on the healing 

powers of nature

Draw /Attempt a poem on the 

bounties of nature

PPT
 Online (mcq 

questions)

Draw /Attempt a poem on the 

bounties of nature

Write an article on save the 

world from wars 

Nelson Mandela 

Long walk to 

freedom

The Learner sensitizes 

towards racial 

discrimination.Understand  

Black Americans and their 

fight against discrimination

LSRW  skills

Declamation on Nelson 

Mandela’s Inauguration speech 

 Jawaharlal Nehru’s Speech on 

Tryst with destiny 

https;//youtu.be/7SZ

VtrCVMnM (the life 

of Nelson Mandela 
 Idiomatic 

expressions Offline

Research on Black Americans 

and their fight against 

discrimination
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Month 1



Tiger in the zoo

read and appreciate the poem

Sensitizes towards the need 

to protect endangered 

animals

Group discussion on the  need to 

protect endangered animals
PPT

 Online (mcq 

questions)

Design a poster on Save 

animals

Two stories about  

flying

• reads with comprehension 

the given text/materials 

employing strategies like 

skimming, scanning, 

understands the need for self 

confidence

Imaginary dialogue between a 

zombie and yourself PPT
 Online (mcq 

questions)

Paraphrase the story Black 

aeroplane with a different 

ending

Write an article on plane 

crashes

Month 2
        The ball Poem

 The Learner understands the 

epistemology of loss

Analyzes the various 

elements of poetry, such as 

diction, tone, form, genre, 

imagery, figures of speech, 

symbolism, theme

  Write  a diary entry on a day 

when you lost something very 

precious

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=xwwK

tOMD9pE

 Online (mcq 

questions)

 Write an article on Teen Stres

 From the Diary of  

Anne Frank 

The Learner enjoys the 

writings of a young girlwill 

be able to use idiomatic 

expressions

• to use contracted forms 

•  write  diary entries

Construct a dialogue  on the 

given situations 

Mr Keesing and Anne – a 

chatterbox scene

https;//youtu.be/c25o

ZQrnXwc
 Online word maze

Write a diary entry recording a 

week’s activity

Amanda

• The Learner recognizes the 

rhythms, metrics and other 

musical aspects of poetry

Sensitize on parent child 

relation

 Debate  - parents know what is 

best for children
PPT  Online  MCQ

Write a dialogue between your 

parent and yourself on 

something disagrred upon

Month 2

Month 1



The Hundred dresses 

part one and two

•  LSRW skills

to understand Polish 

immigrants

Role play on Wanda being 

bullied by Peggy, Maddie and 

others
PPT

Listen to the poem 

Black or white and 

complete the 

summary  Online

Write a paragraph on the 

reception you got from your 

new classmates when you 

shifted to a new school.

A Triumph of 

Surgery 

•The Learner understands the 

disadvantages of ovre 

indulgence grasps the 

meaning of new words

Complete the flow chart by 

rearranging

 the order of the events given 

PPT  Online word maze

Paraphrase the story with a 

different ending

A question of trust 
•  LSRW skills

Reads and grasps the 

importance of trust

Role play 
PPT

 Comprehension 

Ofline

Trust is like a vase, once 

broken it is never the same

Write a paragraph on the same

The Thief's story

The Learner reads with 

comprehension the given 

text/materials 

• enjoys reading the text and 

comprehends the  importance 

of honesty

• thinks critically  and 

reflects on the society 

 The best way of reforming 

criminals

group discussion

The Bishops 

Candlesticks 

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=ebLvx

zCD4P4

 Listening 

comprehesion ,Online

Write a diary entry as Anil.

Formal letters 

The learner 

 expresses ideas fluently and 

chronologically

•understands the   essential 

components of formal 

writing tasks

Writing tasks
PPT Ofline writing task

Writing task

 The Invisible man 

 The learner enjoys the 

adventures of the invisible 

man, listens to and discusses 

literary/non-literary inputs in 

varied contexts to infer, 

interpret and appreciate

Just a minute - If I were invisible
https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=k4tYQn

EO-rU

Online oral 

comprehension check

Locate ten new words from the 

dictionary and make sentences

Month 3

Month 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU


 Glimpses of India  

• understands the influence 

of French, Portuguese in the 

history of the country

• three unique places in India 

and the charm existing 

amidst the diversity 

• understands craft based 

professions

• uniqueness of tea.

Power point presentation  on 

craft based professions  

www.goaprism.com
Online oral 

comprehension check

Draft an advertisement on 

Coorg tourism

 A special blend of tea from 

Assam

The making of a 

scientist 

The learner contemplates on 

the importance of hobbies 

,understands about different 

types of butterflies, 

appreciates the work of 

Richard Ebright

Album -Scientists of India
https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=k4tYQn

EO-rU

Online oral 

comprehension check

Write an article on Abdul 

Kalam

Trees

• Understand and appreciate 

poetry as a literary art form

• Sensitises on the need to 

save trees,  

Poster PPT
Online oral 

comprehension check
Write an article on trees

 Madam rides the bus 

•  The learner reads and 

appreciates the adventures of 

the girl  ,LSRW skills, 

Sensitizes to the thoughts of 

the girl

Stray animals on roads -Poster
PPT Word game Online

Write a Paragraph on a 

memorable journey

The Necklace

•  The learner • listens to and 

discusses literary/non-literary 

inputs in varied contexts to 

infer,  appreciates that  there 

is no success to hard work

Just a minute-  Contenment -vital 

factor for happiness PPT  MCQ Online

Write a   letter as madam Loisel 

narrating the happenings to 

madam Forestier

Month 4

Month 5

http://www.goaprism.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU


 The Tale of the 

custard dragon

The learner reads and 

appreciates the poem 

understands 

Ballads  enjoys the humour 

in the poem

PPT on the different genre of 

poetry PPT MCQ online prepare a script on the poem

The Hack Driver

Understands the life and 

works of the author. to 

develop and integrate the use 

of the four language skills 

appreciates  and enjoys  the 

intelligence of the hack 

driver

Gullible people are always taken 

for a ride . Write a paragraph on 

the topic

PPT MCQ online  Role play on the story

Listening skills

 The learner  listens for 

information, gist and details 

and responds accordingly.  

listens to and discusses 

literary/non-literary inputs in 

varied contexts to infer, 

interpret and appreciate

Listening exercises from the 

sermon at Benares

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=t2z9md

X1j4A Listening exercises
 Children listen to the audio, 

infer and interpret

Bholi

 The learner  sensitizes   to 

the importance of education 

of girls

appreciates and understands 

the need for women 

empowerment

 Poster on Women Empowerment

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=6P_A_5

1VTCk

MCQ online

Create a power point 

presentation on powerful 

women in the world

Formal letters 

• Usage of formal letters •

•  Will be able  to express 

ideas fluently and 

chronologically

•  Essential components of 

these writing tasks

•  Their applications in 

current day • Formats of 

writing letters 

 Assignment on formal letters

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=qYgpND

tixvs

 Complete the 

worksheet (Offline)

Read the letters to the Editor 

columns of newspapers

Month 7

Month 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4tYQnEO-rU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2z9mdX1j4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2z9mdX1j4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2z9mdX1j4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2z9mdX1j4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P_A_51VTCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P_A_51VTCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P_A_51VTCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYgpNDtixvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYgpNDtixvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYgpNDtixvs


 

The Proposal

 The learner sensitizes  to the 

importance of weddings

understands traditional 

Russian weddings

 understands and uses 

reported speech

Drafts advertisements 

 Compare and contrast the 

Wedding traditions  in India and 

Russia 

PPT

 Online (Oral 

comprehension 

check)

Write a script based on the 

given excerpt from The Home 

and the World by Rabindranath 

Tagore

Speaking skills

The learner  responds to 

content 

•  use communication 

strategies to participates in 

group and class 

discussions,selects, compiles, 

and synthesizes information 

for an oral presentation

   use vocabulary 

appropriately

   use grammatical structures 

appropriately

Speaking skills

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=24Gd8

WHZYuU

 Complete the 

worksheet (Offline)

Watch prominent speakers on 

Ted Talks

Month 7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24Gd8WHZYuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24Gd8WHZYuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24Gd8WHZYuU

